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abstract: After exhausting all the conventional monetary policies, the major Western 
economies, in an attempt to deal with the long-term economic recession and stimulate an 
economic revival, have had to implement nonconventional quantitative easing. Although the 
quantitative easing policy has not been fully justified in theory, and its actual effects are not 
yet certain, the implementation of such a policy is a relatively solid refutation of the major 
economic theories of the Western world. Therefore, we must look for new theoretical bases for 
quantitative easing. Ultimately, the way to avoid the negative influence on the world economy 
of America’s monetary easing policy is to create a world currency.
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Questions to be asked

Quantitative easing (QE) refers to macroeconomic intervention that gives magnified 
liquidity to the market through central bank purchases of mid- to long-term bonds 
such as national debt securities coupled with increases in the money supply after 
implementing “zero” interest rates or similar policies. Or, to put it in a more vivid 
and popular way, QE means that the central bank prints more money.

QE is a type of monetary policy that is not included in major economics 
textbooks; nevertheless, it has been used in various attempts to overcome long-term 
economic decline. When a recession occurs, the central bank usually tries to 
stimulate the economy with monetary policies such as decreasing interest rates. 
When the interest rate has been decreased to around zero, and all the conventional 
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interest-rate policies have been tried, but the economy is still in recession, the 
central bank might have to implement QE monetary policy in order to prevent the 
economy from declining further. Therefore, QE in its current form is just a non-
conventional monetary policy as well as an emergency plan used when all other 
options have run out. Major economic theories do not provide a solid basis for it, 
and its actual effects are not yet known with certainty.

In modern times, the quantity theory of money has served as the foundation 
of the major Western monetary theories. It asserts that there is a direct relation 
of cause and effect between the quantity of money and the general price level. 
In the long run (according to the theory of the vertical long-run aggregate supply 
curve), increases and decreases in the quantity of money will definitely change a 
nominal variable—price, but will not affect real aggregates such as employment, 
output, etc. This is also known as the theory of money neutrality. Under the 
influence of this theory, many scholars believe that the implementation of QE by 
a large economy that plays a significant role in the world economy will not stop a 
domestic economic recession and might have a negative effect on the economies 
of other countries, such as increasing inflationary pressures, and even causing 
devaluation around the world, thus jeopardizing the stable development of the 
world economy.

Martin Wolf (2012), chief economics commentator at the Financial Times, 
might have a more realistic view of QE: “Is this [QE] riskless? No. Does it 
make sense? Yes, because the results of doing nothing would be far worse.” His 
comments make the obstacles faced by the Western world crystal clear: although 
QE is very controversial, the real problem is that no better way has been envisaged 
or proposed.

However, some scholars think highly of QE. Xianping Lang (2011) gives much 
credit to the practice of QE in America:

This policy being executed by America is well worth learning from. It is the most 
advanced monetary policy, but no textbook in the 21st century has ever mentioned it. I 
was completely astonished when this policy first came out, because I’d neither heard of 
it nor studied it. Back then I was worried about how this policy was going to work, but 
judging from the current situation, it is a very prudent one.

So is QE just a makeshift policy that works only under special circumstances, or 
is it an “advanced” monetary policy with big and bright development prospects? 
Will QE bring negative consequences? How can such consequences be avoided? 
This article will discuss these questions in depth and reveal some of the theoretical 
and practical significance of QE.
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the practice of QE Monetary policy

When interest rates approach “zero” while the economy remains in recession, 
conventional monetary policies that focus on regulating currency prices are rendered 
invalid. Therefore, “zero interest rate” countries such as Japan, America and the 
European countries have to implement nonconventional QE monetary policies.

QE practice in Japan

QE monetary policy was first implemented in Japan. In the late 1990s, after 
showing slight improvement after years of recession, the Japanese economy was 
devastated by the East Asian financial crisis as well as by its domestic financial 
policies. The demand for both investment and consumption shrank severely, 
and a great number of large-scale financial institutions went bankrupt in quick 
succession. In March 1998, the Bank of Japan announced the implementation of 
a zero-interest-rate policy; however, the effects were not significant enough to 
stop deflation. Conventional monetary policies using interest rates as a regulatory 
approach proved ineffective, and the need for implementing nonconventional 
monetary policies became urgent. Therefore, in March 2001, the Bank of Japan 
announced its intent to implement QE. Since that time, there have been periods 
when both the zero interest rate policy and the QE policy have been temporarily 
suspended and quickly reinstated. The last (i.e., the ninth) QE policy was issued on 
October 30, 2012, which is to say, the bank of Japan’s current policy still combines 
QE and a zero interest rate policy with the benchmark interest rate between 0 
and 0.1 percent. However, judging from their long-term performance, these QE 
policies have nothing to recommend them. Since the speculative bubbles burst in 
the 1990s, the Japanese economy has remained in a persistent general downturn. 
The “lost decade” grew into the “lost 20 years”; nothing has improved, and now the 
entire country is suffering from deflation and a lack of employment opportunities.

The Japanese experience proves that even though the country is implementing 
coordinated policies regarding financial deficits, zero interest rates and QE, 
this approach cannot restore the economy’s health. QE has proven incapable 
of improving the economic outlook; instead it has led Japan into an abyss of 
long-term deflation. However, we can still gain two useful theoretical lessons from 
the practice of QE in Japan: (1) the Japanese economy would have performed 
worse without QE; (2) the quantity theory of money, which is widely regarded as 
the leading monetary theory, has been disproved.

QE practice in America

The American subprime mortgage crisis broke out in the summer of 2007. In 
September 2007, the Federal Reserve (hereinafter referred to as “the Fed”) tried to 
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stimulate economic growth by decreasing the interest rate from a starting point of 
5.25 percent. America’s third largest investment bank, Lehman Brothers Holdings 
Inc., declared bankruptcy on September 15, 2008. This signaled the beginning of 
the global financial crisis. By the end of 2008, the interest rate was at its lowest 
level in history, between 0.00 and 0.25 percent, and this zero interest rate policy 
has continued up to the present. The unemployment rate at that time was as high 
as 7.4 percent and it kept increasing. Even with a zero interest rate, the Fed was 
unable to increase employment and control inflation with the usual price-based 
monetary policy instruments. In order to rescue America’s crumbling real estate 
corporations and financial institutions, as well as stabilize the financial system and 
stimulate economic recovery, the Fed had no choice but to turn to a nonconven-
tional quantity-based monetary policy, namely QE.

On November 24, 2008, the Fed announced that it would purchase USD 100 
billion in bonds issued by Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae and the Federal Home Loan 
Bank, as well as USD 500 billion in asset-backed securities. This was the first 
implementation of the QE monetary policy (hereinafter referred to as QE1) since 
the beginning of the financial crisis. The main purpose of the policy was to inject 
money into the financial system so that banks would not have to recover the 
liquidity through loans, thereby stabilizing the banking system. With this policy, 
the Fed hoped to stop the free fall of the American financial system and stimulate 
an economic recovery.

By the end of QE1 in March 2010, the Fed had purchased USD 1.25 trillion in 
mortgage-backed securities, USD 300 billion in US treasury bonds and USD 175 
billion in institutional securities—around USD 1.725 trillion in total. Thus, the 
Fed’s balance sheet was increased from USD 880 billion to USD 2.3 trillion. The 
implementation of QE1 helped the NASDAQ Industrial Index increase by more 
than 19 percent from 8,675 at the end of December 2008 to around 10,400 at the 
end of February 2010; the prices of bulk commodities also kept increasing.

There is no denying that QE1 was helpful to a certain degree in preventing 
the American financial system from collapsing. From June to December 2009, 
the Bank of New York, Goldman Sachs Group, J. P. Morgan Chase & Co. and 
Citibank all repaid the relief funds to the government, which means that during 
the implementation of QE1, all the financial institutions in Wall Street that were 
about to go bankrupt recovered. However, due to the fact that financial institutions 
are still in the process of de-leveraging, and because the economic trends are 
still uncertain, financial institutions are reluctant to grant loans, and therefore 
their liquidity is not being transferred into credit and derivative spending for 
the real economy. Thus, it is difficult to promote investment and consumption, 
and the US unemployment rate remains stuck at an unacceptably high level. The 
unemployment rate in America increased from 7.4 percent at the end of 2008 to 
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more than 10 percent during the fourth quarter of 2009. It decreased slightly after 
2009, but was still as high as 9.6 percent in October 2010.

America’s economic growth in the second quarter of 2010 was only 1.6 percent. 
The unemployment rate in the second half of 2010 went as high as 9.6 percent, 
while the core price index in September only increased by 0.8 percent. Multiple 
reports indicated that America’s economic recovery was slowing down and the 
danger of falling into a second recession was rising. On August 10, 2010, the Fed 
decreased expectations for recovery and decided to recalibrate its QE policy.

During the second round of QE policy (QE2), from November 2010 to June 
2011, the Fed purchased USD 600 billion in long-term Treasury bonds. QE2 had a 
clear purpose: to speed up the slow recovery of production and employment rates 
in America.

At the end of QE2, the American economy was still showing symptoms of a 
slowdown. Not only had real estate prices dropped to the lowest level since the 
beginning of the economic crisis, the manufacturing sector, which had been leading 
the recovery, showed a lack of stamina, and the prospect of a double dip recession 
rose again. The economic indicators show that America’s unemployment rate 
during QE2 decreased from 9.5 percent to 9.1 percent; the service sector indicator 
increased from 52.8 to 54.6; and the manufacturing indicator decreased from 
55.2 to 53.5, all of which showed little improvement. Meanwhile, the great deal 
of liquidity caused by QE2 led to rapid expansion of asset prices. The Standard 
& Poor’s 500 index, which is representative of the state of the American stock 
market, increased 24 percent, and gas prices increased 40 percent. However, the 
USD index decreased more than 10 percent, and the US inflation rate significantly 
increased from 1.1 percent to 3.2 percent (Xinhua News Agency 2011).

Afterwards, the Fed initiated the “sell short and buy long” campaign. That is, 
the Fed sold short-term bonds and purchased long-term bonds through an open 
market operation, which did not help to increase the Fed’s existing asset scale, but 
did extend the period of the QE policy. This extended the low interest rate policy 
for a longer period than previously announced by the Fed, and therefore the market 
interpreted this as the “converted” third round of QE or “Operation Twist” (OT).

By August 2012, the American economy had undergone moderate growth 
that led the core CPI to increase by 1.9 percent compared to 2011, while the 
unemployment rate decreased to 8.1 percent. The economic situation was still far 
from satisfactory. Therefore, QE3, which had been expected by the market, was 
formally introduced on September 13, 2012. The Fed announced that it would 
continue OT and maintain the federal fund interest rate within 0–0.25 percent until 
mid-2015. It also promised to buy USD 40 billion in mortgage loan bonds on a 
monthly basis until the labor market recovered. In the period since the extension 
of OT, the Fed has been purchasing over USD 40 billion per month in mortgage 
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loan bonds, and the total amount of long-term bonds bought by the Fed every 
month has been around USD 70 billion, which is almost equivalent to the monthly 
asset purchasing scale during QE2. However, due to the fact that there is neither a 
specific expiration date for QE3 nor a specified upper limit to the total amount of 
purchases, QE3 is in fact an open-ended bond purchasing plan with the capacity to 
provide more economic stimulus than QE2. Therefore, we may conclude that the 
biggest advantage of QE, when compared with conventional interest-rate policies, 
lies in the fact that it can never be used up.

Evaluation and prospect of QE practice in developed countries

QE monetary policy is actually a measure to generate currency out of nothing and 
inject it into the market. According to mainstream Western economic theories, QE 
will definitely lead to inflation in the long run despite any positive short-term effects 
on economic growth. However, the actual effects of QE policy are far different 
from theoretical expectations. Overall, two points are worth attention: (1) QE in 
practice proves that there is no linear or proportional relationship between the rate 
of increase in the quantity of money and the rate of inflation; thus disproving the 
quantity theory of money. Therefore, while understanding QE as a form of non-
conventional monetary policy, we must abandon the quantity theory of money and 
reconsider the viability of the major monetary theories. (2) Although QE monetary 
policy is helpful in eliminating market panic and stabilizing financial markets, it 
fails to increase consumption and stimulate economic recovery; its stimulative 
effects decrease with time as indicated by the necessity of constantly increasing 
the size of the stimulus. It might only be possible to discover the reasons for this 
by actually implementing the policy.

An ideal way to realize QE policy would be for the Fed to purchase bonds 
directly, so that financial institutions might obtain a large amount of short-term 
liquidity from the Fed and then inject it into the real economy via lending to 
promote economic recovery. However, the actual situation is that the American 
commercial banks have no intention of making loans in the wake of the crisis and 
while the amount of US treasury bonds keeps increasing. The purchase volume of 
bonds by American financial institutions has exceeded that of overseas purchases. 
Domestic commercial banks have become the biggest buyers of US treasury 
bonds, thus dramatically driving down long-term interest rates. The cost to banks 
of borrowing from the Fed is nearly zero, and the interest rate of the ten-year US 
Treasury bond is 3.4 percent. American commercial banks now make money by 
borrowing from the Fed and using the money to purchase Treasury bonds. Thus, 
the liquidity provided to the market by the QE policy has not been injected into the 
real economy, and this has diminished the effectiveness of the policy. In order to 
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increase the effectiveness of QE, methods must be developed by which the newly 
increased money supply can be made to flow into the real economy.

Although current QE monetary policy has not yet helped to stimulate an 
economic revival, it is still the only choice when fiscal policies have shrunk 
expenditures and benchmark interest rates cannot be lowered further. Perhaps 
developed Western economies have reached the point of no return, with no choice 
but to continue implementing QE, while low interest-rate policies implemented 
by central banks and expansion of central banks’ balance sheets might become 
increasingly common. In the future, the “unconventional” QE monetary policy 
might become a commonplace and even major monetary policy. In the past, the 
Fed used to specify a miniscule 25 basis points as the typical increment for interest 
rate adjustments; in the near future, the Fed might begin using USD 100 billion as 
the typical increment for fulfilling its QE policy objectives.

theoretical basis of QE Monetary policy

The world financial and economic crisis and the nonconventional QE policy 
implemented in response to the crisis have fully exposed serious problems with 
the current major Western economic theories. In this regard, Sen Wei (2012: 15) 
commented:

The developed economies such as the US, EU and Japan have adopted quantitative 
easing policies several times in succession since 2009, and the banks’ borrowing rate 
has always been depressed around zero. However, so far, it seems that all the Keynesian 
formulas for reviving the economy have become ineffective. On the other hand, 
although the Western world has been implementing very easy quantitative monetary 
policies for years, no severe inflation has occurred in any Western country so far, which 
without doubt announces the bankruptcy of Friedman’s monetarist predictions. On 
the one hand, in reality, all Western countries are trapped in the quagmire of economic 
depression and are unable to revive their economies; on the other hand, their economists 
cannot come up with any good ideas to revive the economy, and they cannot even give 
convincing theoretical explanations of the world economic depression. So, can we say 
that after the big debate between Keynes and Hayek in the 1930s, there has been any 
significant improvement of currency and business cycle theory in modern economics?

In terms of the relationship between the quantity of money and economic 
growth or inflation, the crisis of the major theories lies in the fact that the practice 
of QE monetary policy has become the norm despite its flaws, and the quantity 
theory of money, which is the major monetary theory, lies refuted, while Keynes’s 
liquidity trap theory only explains situations in which monetary policies have 
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become ineffective. Therefore, the theoretical basis of QE can only be found in 
nonconventional theories, or by reinterpreting the orthodox theories. Requiring 
special attention are some new ideas of Chinese economists working in the Marxist 
tradition, who may have discovered a reliable theoretical basis for improving 
QE policies.

Friedman’s monetary theory

The American economist, Milton Friedman, is generally considered the modern 
representative of the quantity theory of money. So let’s take a look at how Friedman 
thought about it:

In order to keep price levels extremely stable in the coming decades, the total stock of 
money must be increased, so that it can adapt to output growth and population growth. 
Besides, if the past growth pattern continues, then the total stock of money must grow 
to satisfy the public’s expectation that, as their actual income increases, the rate of 
cash balance to income increases as well. Previous experience shows that in order to 
keep prices stable in the long run, the stock of money must be increased by 3%–5% 
each year.

He further explained that:

In order to prevent relatively severe inflation as well as relatively severe deflation in the 
coming decades, one necessary condition is to prevent the growth rate of the money 
supply from rising faster than the [real] growth rate of 3%–5% per year; the money 
supply must also be prevented from developing more slowly than the real growth 
rate. Extremely fast growth of the money supply will without doubt cause inflation; 
conversely, continuous and severe inflation will not occur without rapid growth in 
the money supply. Extremely slow growth of the money supply will inevitably cause 
deflation, not to mention an absolute decrease in the money supply; conversely, 
continuous and severe deflation will never occur when the money supply grows at the 
proper rate. (Friedman 1957, back-translated from a Chinese version)

By reading between the lines, we may find out that in fact Friedman denied the 
quantity theory of money, and the theory proposed by him should have been 
renamed “the theory of the growth rate of the quantity of money.” Obviously, 
Friedman believed: (1) that the quantity of money does not decide price levels, 
rather price levels are decided by the growth rate of the money supply. This has 
nothing to do with the quantity theory of money. (2) Stabilizing price levels is not 
about limiting the quantity of money; rather, price stability requires stable growth 
of the money supply. That is to say, growing the money supply will not destabilize 
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prices; on the contrary, stable and appropriate growth of the money supply will 
have a stabilizing effect on prices. Therefore, Friedman was against government 
intervention in the economy and asserted that the government’s role was merely to 
maintain a constant growth rate of money in the long run. (3) The growth rate of 
the money supply should be 3–5 percent per year. Why this rate? Since Friedman 
couldn’t provide a solid theoretical basis for this postulate, he had to appeal to 
“previous experience.” A fully elaborated justification for the 3–5 percent growth 
rate was a part of the theory that Friedman left unfinished.

It now appears that Friedman probably never would have figured out that his 
monetary theory not only deviated from the quantity theory of money, it also 
shared certain similarities to Marx’s monetary theory, which is based on the labor 
theory of value. Friedman believed that under normal economic conditions, the 
price level depends on the growth rate of the money supply, which in turn depends 
on increasing the quantity of money over time. According to the labor theory of 
value, the price level depends on the value of money, while the value of money 
depends on labor productivity, namely the quantity of money yielded by the 
worker within a unit of time. Obviously, the theories are very similar, but the logic 
of Friedman’s theory isn’t nearly as precise as Marx’s.

The non-neutrality of monetary theory

The idea of the non-neutrality of money can be dated back to Richard Cantillon 
(1755). However, the first economist to formulate a theory of the non-neutrality of 
money was Knut Wicksell (1898), a Swedish economist of the Stockholm school 
whose work influenced the Austrian school. He believed that money was not a veil 
covering the real economy. Far from being neutral, the existence of money must 
have a direct effect on the economy, and in fact, according to Wicksell, changes 
in the quantity of money can cause fluctuations and imbalances in the economy. 
Friedrich Hayek (1931), John Maynard Keynes (1936) et al. further developed the 
theory of the non-neutrality of money, which holds that a change in the quantity 
of money will affect the relative price system as well as actual economic variables 
such as output and employment. If money is non-neutral, an increase in the money 
supply will cause total demand to increase, and the resulting price increases will 
cause manufacturers to generate more employment opportunities and output, so 
that full employment can be realized eventually. Currently, all major Western 
economies suffer from underemployment, therefore, the implementation of a QE 
policy might stimulate demand and increase output (Yu Ma 2011).

Research by Yuyan Zhang and Cheng Gao (2004) on the history of money from 
the viewpoint of the new institutional economics has also proved that the effect 
of money on long-term economic growth is non-neutral. They point out that an 
accidental historical event such as Columbus’s discovery of America caused a 
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great deal of precious metals to flow into Western Europe, resulting in a rapid 
and acute reallocation of wealth among different social classes, which eventually 
yielded important institutional innovations. It was due to new institutional 
arrangements favoring economic growth and continuous economic development 
that the Western world first embarked on the road to tremendous wealth.

Yunzhong Wang (2010) researched Marx’s monetary theory from the perspective 
of resource allocation and criticized the doctrine of money neutrality in Western 
economics. Wang believes that, judging from the medium-of-exchange function 
and the capital function of money proposed by Marx, we must conclude that 
money, when functioning as a medium of exchange, is neutral, whereas money in 
its function as capital is non-neutral. However, Wang’s research generated some 
very instructive conclusions:

If, under situations where effective demand is insufficient, the market is fatigued and 
weak, and there are idle resources, then increasing the money supply to a certain 
degree might stimulate domestic demand, expand production and increase output 
and employment opportunities. Therefore, in this example, money as the medium of 
exchange also contributes to the total increase in the money supply, and is non-neutral.

Also:

Marx’s theory of capital and reproduction shows that even without idle resources or full 
employment, increasing the monetary supply properly, namely an increase adapted to 
the rise in profits or output generated by the society, will also increase output.

These conclusions are significant for our understanding of the feasibility and 
effectiveness of QE monetary policy.

New understandings of the monetary phenomenon

Yingxi Lu (2012) has researched the monetary phenomenon from the viewpoint 
of Marx’s labor theory of value. She believes that during the era when precious 
metals served as money, all commodities were products of labor, and money was 
just a special commodity separated from common commodities; money had a 
special status in that it was recognized as both a commodity and as a medium 
of commodity exchange. Therefore, the value determinants of money were no 
different from those of other commodities, namely monetary value relates 
to the labor productivity of money but has nothing to do with the quantity of 
money. That is to say, if money is produced continuously at a stable rate of labor 
productivity, then no matter how large society’s stock of money becomes, it will 
never cause inflation.
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The labor theory of value holds that monetary value relates only to the labor 
productivity of money; it has nothing to do with the quantity of money. But in the 
actual operations of market economies, stable price levels can only be maintained 
when money’s function as a means of storing or saving value is working properly. 
As a means of storing value, money can regulate the quantity of money in 
circulation. When the quantity of money in circulation exceeds demand, excess 
money is taken out of circulation to be stored as savings; when the quantity of 
money in circulation is less than demand, then saved money is be taken out of 
storage and put back in circulation to serve as means of exchange.

In other words, in the precious metals era, inflation and deflation were caused 
by fluctuations in the labor productivity of money (or other commodities), as well 
as the maladjustment of money’s function as storage or savings. This leads to 
some conclusions regarding the fundamental defects of the modern credit and 
monetary system: first, the issuance of currency has been disconnected from 
the labor process, and the value of money has lost its natural benchmark in the 
productivity of labor; second, money’s function as a means of storing value has 
become completely ineffective since the money that is issued by central banks is 
always in circulation. Modern inflation and deflation are pathological reactions 
caused by the essential defects of the credit and currency systems, which have 
nothing to do with increases or decreases in the money supply. Therefore, in the 
modern financial system, price stabilization has always been difficult to achieve.

After clarifying the relationship between price stabilization and the quantity of 
money, we can further add that the continuous increase in the quantity of money 
plays a crucial role in defusing economic crises and maintaining the sustainable 
development of market economies.

From its very beginnings, the capitalist economy has contained a contradiction 
that may never be resolved: the contradiction between the infinite expansion of 
productivity and people’s finite consumptive power. Therefore, the capitalist 
strategy of earning money by establishing enterprises for the manufacture of 
commodities soon reaches a bottleneck: the market’s capacity is restricted by 
people’s consumptive power and therefore cannot be expanded infinitely. As 
productivity keeps increasing, the limited capacity of the market stimulates more 
ferocious competition among enterprises, so that the profit rate keeps going down. 
If the trend of the declining rate of profit cannot be controlled effectively, economic 
crises become inevitable.

However, there is an interesting episode in the early history of capitalist 
development which indicates that crises might not be an inevitable result of the 
declining rate of profit. At the end of the 15th century, the Europeans, who were 
crazy about making money, turned to acquiring currency itself in the form of 
precious metals, so that the “desire for gold” spread throughout European society. 
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It was the quest for precious metals that led the great explorers, beginning with 
Columbus, to set sail. Neither Columbus himself, nor those explorers who followed 
could have foreseen the results that their endless explorations in search of precious 
metals would have on the economy of Europe. Large-scale exploitation of precious 
metals opened up a new safety valve for dissipating the negative effects of excess 
productivity: excess value was channeled into the currency industry in an attempt 
to meet the infinite demand for precious metals; this amounted to an accidental 
diffusion of potential economic crises. As precious metals from the Americas 
flowed into Europe, the demands for manufacturing and services kept increasing. 
This facilitated the breathtaking transformation of Europe from feudalism to 
capitalism by breaking through the bottleneck of economic stagnation.

This is in fact an example of successful “QE” practice in the time when precious 
metals served as currency. The key to its success is that the newly increased money 
supply flowed into the real economy without any obstacles, and it drove production 
and consumption to higher levels.

how to prevent american QE from negatively affecting the world 
Economy

As mentioned above, QE will have some positive effects on an economy. 
Although such positive effects will gradually decrease, QE can prevent a crisis 
from deepening, and it does not seem to cause hyperinflation. However, since the 
world economy is highly integrated, the implementation of QE by one country will 
inevitably affect other countries. Due to the fact that US dollars have become the 
world’s major reserve currency, the implementation of QE in America will have a 
high degree of influence on the world economy, and such influence is sometimes 
negative.

Negative influences of USD hegemony and American QE on the world

1. US dollar hegemony concentrates the world’s wealth in America.
During the past 2,000 years, the pricing systems for the world’s many different 
currencies followed the gold standard, the silver standard, or a combination of 
both. Despite numerous wars and the various ups and downs of history, since the 
invention of coined money, currencies have usually been backed by precious metals 
with most currency systems based on gold. In a gold standard system, the entire 
currency system remains stable as long as the supply of gold can be guaranteed.

During the 1940s, the status of the US dollar increased dramatically. After World 
War II, the US dollar became the major international reserve currency, and thus 
began the period of “US dollar hegemony” which continues to this day. During 
the Bretton Woods system, the currencies of other countries were linked with the 
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US dollar, and the US dollar was pegged to gold; this largely restricted America’s 
ability to use its strong currency to steal the wealth of other countries. However, 
with the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system, these restrictions collapsed as 
well. America was free to rob other countries in multiple ways, including direct 
or indirect international seigniorage, the international inflation tax, avoiding 
exchange rate risks, etc. (Enfu Cheng and Hui Xia 2007). Thus, the larger the QE, 
the more the US can steal from other countries. This is the most profound injustice 
of the US dollar based international currency system.

One consequence of this easy wealth is that America has been able to construct 
the world’s most powerful military force, and it is capable of unilaterally launching 
wars abroad despite the objections of the international community. The long history 
of capitalists launching foreign wars in order to relieve domestic economic crises, 
coupled with the fact of the current persistent economic crisis in the capitalist 
world, is cause for grave concern regarding America’s unchecked ability to wage 
war around the globe.

2. QE in the US spreads inflation throughout the world.
We have seen that under conditions of economic depression, the implementation 
of QE by the US will not cause domestic inflation in the short term. However, 
American QE spreads the expectation of US dollar depreciation in the international 
market and increases the prices of bulk commodities, so as to offshore inflation to 
other countries. During the Fed’s QE1 period, the price of gold increased 37.92 
percent from 820 USD/ounce to 1,131 USD/ounce; during QE2, the price of gold 
increased 42.43 percent to a high point of 1,920 USD/ounce (Zhijuan Tan 2012). 
Similarly, during QE1, the CRB bulk commodity price index increased 36 percent, 
food prices increased 20 percent, and petroleum increased 59 percent; during 
QE2, the CRB index increased 10 percent, food prices increased 15 percent, and 
petroleum increased another 30 percent (Kezhan Yang 2012). Therefore, American 
QE is selfish and unjust to other countries because the US uses it as a means of 
transferring the economic crisis to other countries.

3. American QE will corrode the purchasing power of the foreign exchange 
reserves of other countries.
The value of money lies in its scarcity. If the supply of a currency is infinite, then 
such currency has no value. The tremendous increase in the supply of US dollars 
caused by QE results in passive appreciation of other countries’ currencies, and 
causes actual depreciation of USD assets owned by other countries (Yongding Yu 
2009).

During the Fed’s QE2, the US dollar depreciated so dramatically that the USD 
to BRL (Brazilian Real) exchange rate decreased 20 percent, and USD to KRW 
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(South Korean Won) exchange rate decreased 18 percent (Haishan Wu 2012). 
Currently, China’s foreign exchange reserve is around USD 3.24 trillion including 
USD 1.15 trillion in American debt. China has become America’s number one 
creditor country, and the fluctuation of exchange rates influences the purchasing 
power of China’s foreign exchange reserve significantly. The following table lists 
RMB (Renminbi) exchange rates at the start and end dates of America’s three 
QE periods.

Table 1 Changes of RMB vs USD exchange rate middle prices during American QE period

 QE1 QE2 QE3
 11-24-2008 03-31-2010 11-03-2010 06-30-2011 09-13-2012 11-13-2012*

 6.8304 6.8263 6.6818 6.4716 6.3338 6.2891

* This date is not the expiry date of QE3 but the deadline of data acquisition of this article.

Source: www.pbc.gov.cn

We can see that the RMB appreciated significantly during QE2 and QE3, while 
from November 24, 2008, when the American QE1 began, to November 13, 2012, 
when the American QE3 was in process, USD versus RMB depreciated by 7.9 
percent and China’s foreign exchange reserve depreciated significantly.

The negative influence of USD hegemony and American QE can be prevented by 
creating a world currency

The negative influences of USD hegemony and American QE on other countries 
are caused by the intrinsic defect of one country being in the position to use its 
sovereign currency as the international reserve currency. Such problems could 
never have occurred in the time when precious metals served as the international 
reserve currency. Due to the fact that we will never be able to return to the era of 
precious metals, the best solution for today’s world is to create an international 
reserve currency that is disconnected from any sovereign country. This objective 
should be the priority of any plan for reforming the international currency system.

The idea of creating a world currency was raised as early as in the 19th century, 
and similar suggestions and assumptions have been made ever since. At the 
Bretton Woods Conference in 1944, Keynes proposed using 30 representative 
commodities as the pricing basis to establish an international currency unit called 
the “Bancor.” But his hope was never fulfilled. In 1969, the IMF created special 
drawing rights or SDRs, which could be exchanged for currencies held by IMF 
member countries. However, due to the restriction on the allocation mechanism 
and their scope of use, SDRs never became an international reserve currency.
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China’s academic community has made in-depth studies of various world 
currency proposals. The President of the People’s Bank of China, Xiaochuan Zhou 
(2009), proposed creating a type of international reserve currency disconnected 
from national sovereignty and capable of stabilizing currency values over the 
long run by expanding the issuance of SDRs. This proposal stimulated extensive 
discussions in the global financial community on reforming the international 
currency system. For the first time, the world listened to the voice of China on the 
adoption of a world currency.

A recent research project conducted by Enfu Cheng and Cui Wang (2012) 
discusses such questions as the necessity, possibility of implementing, and 
path for creating a world currency. According to their step-by-step plan: the 
developing countries should gradually decrease the weight of the USD in their 
international reserves, thereby strengthening the ability of SDRs to serve as the 
international reserve currency. In the meantime, China should accelerate RMB 
regionalization and internationalization followed by the realization of regional 
monetary unification and creation of “Asian Dollars” and “African Dollars.” This 
would be followed by the union of the USD, the Euro, and other major regional 
currencies and lead to creation of a world central bank for issuing and managing 
“world dollars.”

There are many similar proposals, most of which are listed in the paper 
co-authored by Enfu Cheng and Cui Wang. All of this research shows that a 
well-functioning real economy increasingly demands a world currency, and the 
relevant theoretical research is becoming more and more mature. World economic 
integration will without doubt result in the adoption of some form of world 
currency, and this is a historical trend that cannot be changed by the human will.
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